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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

The Building Resilience In Catchments (BRICs) project received funding through the Sustainable 
Management Scheme – Welsh Government Rural Communities – Rural Development Programme 
2014-2020, which is funded by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and the Welsh 
Government. The project is managed jointly by Pembrokeshire Coastal Forum (PCF) and PLANED on 
behalf of a wider consortium of partner stakeholders who represent the local community from both 
local and national perspectives. 

Building on the work of the Ecosystems Enterprise Partnership – Ecobank (EEP) project1, the intention 
of the BRICs project is to employ a payments for ecosystem services (PES) mechanism to develop a 
nutrient trading / offsetting scheme for the Milford Haven and Cleddau catchment. ADAS in 
collaboration with EnTrade and the Ecosystems Knowledge Network (EKN) were commissioned by 
BRICS to develop a Business Development Plan for the nutrient trading scheme.  The work to develop 
the plan is split into four work packages (WP): 

1. Drivers and Structures:  Shows the drivers for nutrient trading in the catchment and describes 
a proposed structure for a PES-based scheme.  

2. Quantification of nutrient reduction / Management actions / Fit alongside 
regulation/policy: Describes how reductions can be quantified and indicates which actions 
would be suitable for inclusion in the scheme 

3. Implementation Plan / Financing / Considerations for scaling or replicating approach: Sets 
out how the scheme will be implemented including inception, monitoring, review, 
roles/responsibilities and transaction models.  

4. Final Report and recommendations: Pulls together outputs for WP1-3 and provides explicit 
detail on the financial case for the scheme.  

This report presents WP3 for the BRICs Project, laying out a proposed implementation plan for a 

nutrient trading scheme to protect water quality in Milford Haven. The report builds on the experience 

of the project team in running similar schemes, and the limited number of examples of successful 

schemes in the UK. 

In this WP a proposed approach is given to assess the eligibility of farmers to participate in the scheme. 

This considers both regulatory concerns as well as how maximum uptake in the scheme can be 

achieved. It is considered that there is a balance between ensuring compliance for all farmers involved 

in the scheme and not creating perceived barriers for entry into the scheme by becoming overly 

prescriptive. All funded measures must be above the regulatory threshold in order to count towards 

the environmental improvement recorded by the scheme. 

An engagement strategy is laid out considering how best to approach farmers in the catchment. This 

engagement strategy considers specific requirements for Pembrokeshire, but recommendations are 

given which could then be scaled on a national basis. Farmers are segmented by their likely 

                                                           
1 https://www.eepecobank.co.uk/reports/ 
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involvement in the scheme according to classic marketing models leading to a recommendation to 

start in a smaller sub catchment in Pembrokeshire, in order to test ideas and build interest across the 

catchment. Once the most engaged farmers are signed up to the scheme, this will build interest and 

more farmers and landowners will follow. 

The report then sets out a proposed structure for the scheme, to go through the process from 

engagement to application, to implementation to verification, building on the real-life experience of 

the project team to generate a proposed approach. This considers how an approach can be built across 

the entire process from engagement to implementation to verification to payment. As there are set 

up costs involved with the potential technologies which could be implemented in the scheme, the 

exact approach chosen will vary depending on the size of the scheme and the number of interested 

parties. It is recommended that the project starts with a simple approach with proportionately high 

administration costs but builds to a more sophisticated approach which can scale across a wider area. 

Finally, a proposed legal structure for the scheme management is given. There are limited current 

drivers for a water company or others in the catchment, which means the structure for the scheme 

would need to be different to other successful schemes in the UK. However, options are presented 

with the suggestion that the most appropriate approach to ensure success would be to set up a 

Community Interest Company for the scheme, under the Companies Act 2004. 

 

Next steps 

The intention of the BRICs project is to employ a payments for ecosystem services (PES) mechanism 

to develop a nutrient trading / offsetting scheme within the Milford Haven Waterway and the 

Pembrokeshire Marine Special Area of Conservation (SAC). This is one of a number of mechanisms 

that may be utilised to help improve water quality whilst also facilitating economic development in 

the area. 

The details outlined in this, and the previous WPs have provided the framework for the development 

of the final output: 

 WP4 - Business plan – explores the role a trading body could play in the delivery of public 

goods and a narrower more detailed explanation of a Nitrate Trading Scheme around the 

Milford Haven Waterway. 
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1 Introduction 

This report considers a proposed approach for creating a nutrient trading scheme for the Building 

Resilience in Catchments (BRICs) team. WP3 builds on the work completed in WP1 presenting 

possibilities for how to run the scheme, and WP 2 on the potential measures such a scheme could use. 

In order to run a successful scheme, four main factors must be considered, and the report is structured 

according to these: 

 Eligibility of farmers to participate in the scheme 

 Engagement strategy to attract farmers to the scheme 

 Assessment of the verification of implemented measures and compliance tracking 

 Legal structure of the scheme management 

Recommendations for proposed approaches are given in each section. 
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2 Guidance on assessment for eligibility of farmers to 

participate in the scheme 

 

Farming is the primary land use in the Pembrokeshire area and farmers therefore have great potential 

to help improve the local environment and amenity, including water quality. Legal compliance with 

environmental regulations is of paramount importance, but there is much farmers can do beyond 

compliance with environmental legislation, that will be needed to improve water quality. 

The aim of the BRICs scheme is to help harness this potential, and fund interventions on farms which 

can help deliver environmental benefits, particularly water quality. One of the primary aims of the 

scheme is to ensure the scheme is fair to all stakeholders, and the scheme should be made as inclusive 

as possible in order to meet its guiding aims.  

The Pembrokeshire Marine Area is designated as a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and is in 

unfavourable status. Nutrient loading into the Milford Haven catchment is a contributor to this 

problem, and this pollution has been largely attributed to diffuse agricultural sources outside the SAC. 

 

The ‘polluter pays’ principle states that those who are directly responsible for harm to the 

environment should be responsible for the costs to society and the environment. This is enshrined in 

the European Communities Act, and the UK government have committed to these standards post 

BREXIT. Polluter pays in general applies through regulatory requirements. Provided a business is 

operated within these requirements, they can be considered to not be polluting, and therefore the 

‘Polluter Pays’ principle would not apply. 

Where farmers are operating above legal compliance towards best practice, they could be 

remunerated for these actions. These benefits provided above the legal threshold can then become 

tradable and sold to parties who require nutrient reductions. 

In order to run a successful scheme, the coordinator of the trading platform must be independent of 

the regulatory body. This manager has a difficult role to play, in balancing the need for fairness and 

minimum requirements, and maximising the number of farmers involved in the scheme. Research, 

consultation by the BRICs team and the practical experience of the EnTrade team has shown that 

farmers respond well in business to business transactions. 

 

Although it is important that the reputation of the scheme is forefront when considering applications 

from farmers, farmers should not face too many restrictions to applying for the scheme, as experience 

has shown that this will prevent farmers from applying. The role here for ensuring legal compliance 

should be limited. This could be covered for example by having a declaration at the start of the process 

by the farmer to say they are compliant with relevant legislation as a simple tick box. For example: 

I can confirm that my business is compliant with all relevant environmental legislation to the best of 

my knowledge. 
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To our knowledge this approach has not been used on a UK scheme before and should be tested 

through legal advice before launch. Whilst the advisors for the scheme can and should help with any 

concerns farmers have around legal compliance, this should not be the focus of the scheme. The 

scheme should remain independent of the regulatory regime, with a memorandum of understanding 

drawn in with the regulator as to how information will be exchanged. In the EnTrade scheme in Poole 

Harbour for example, the regulator (Environment Agency) has no oversight of which farmers and 

landowners are involved in the scheme, other than anonymised data presented in the annual report. 

The memorandum of understanding will be required with National Resources Wales as the national 

environmental regulator. OFWAT would not require involvement in the scheme as no water company 

is involved in the scheme, although as a financial regulator it is unlikely they would require 

involvement at all.  

 

In order to be eligible for the scheme the farmer should farm within the target catchment and agree 

to the legal compliance statement above. Restrictions on eligibility should be minimised. By making 

entry into the scheme straight forward, engagement with the process will be increased, and increase 

the chance of the scheme being successful in its stated aims.  

All works funded through the scheme should take place within the target catchment or sub-

catchment. With any scheme there will be farmers with land both inside and outside the catchment, 

so will only have some of their fields eligible for the scheme. In these edge case scenarios, there are 

many instances which will require a decision to be made on eligibility. For example: 

 What if only part of the field is within the target area?  

 What if the upgrade to infrastructure is only used in the target field a small amount of the 

time? 

 What if the field only drains partially to the catchment, and otherwise drains to groundwater?  

This potential list of questions will be long, and these are better answered as the scheme progresses. 

So while broad rules can be used for eligibility of farmers, it is important that a degree of discretion is 

left with the scheme manager. As the scheme progresses these edge cases should be recorded and 

documented in order to work towards a definition of eligibility criteria. 

Timing of the measures is also an important factor for impact for the amount it could reduce nutrient 

losses. This should be considered when considering whether it should be eligible. A fixed application 

window should be set for farmers to apply for measures, then dates agreed for implementation. Again, 

there will be many instances where the agreed date of implementation cannot be kept, particularly in 

bad weather. It is again therefore important that the scheme leaves room for discretion from the 

scheme manager. 

It is possible to weight payments based on the impact of any given kind of measure, and therefore 

farmers who are likely to have a bigger impact could be given a greater incentive to take part in the 

scheme. Care should be taken here not to create perverse incentives but paying by environmental 

outcome will increase the impact of the scheme. By explicitly linking outcomes to payments, it helps 

to make the outcomes tradable and therefore increase the potential number of buyers. For example, 
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bonus payments could be paid where basic nitrogen reduction measures are applied in a way that can 

save more nitrogen, like planting a cover crop earlier in the season. 
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3 Engagement Strategy 

 

An effective engagement strategy is key to the success of a trading scheme and would require 

materials being distributed through multiple channels. These materials should aim to deliver key 

messages, as well as promoting the off-setting opportunities and ‘roadshow’ meetings, they would be 

distributed through 4 main channels: 

• Mailshot  

• Catchment partners (FUW, NFU, Co-operatives, trusted third sector organisations such as 

FWAG…etc) 

• Local media  

• Digital marketing 

Engagement with farmers will be critical to the success of the scheme. Unless enough engagement 

work has been undertaken in the catchment, the scheme can’t be delivered. For this reason, 

engagement is the most important element to get right. 

The approach EnTrade has taken in Poole Harbour is shown in the box below. This is used as the basis 

for the proposed approach discussed in this section. 

Engagement of the scheme is the hardest part to scale and requires significant up-front work. This is 

best delivered by partners already established within a catchment, as these groups typically have 

established links into a farming community, local events and meeting places for farmers. 

Some elements of engagement for farmers are very scalable. As the scheme builds, an email network 

can be built and used as the basis for engagement. In addition, through on-line advertising it is possible 

to target farmers based on their location through adverts in search engines and on websites used by 

farmers (e.g. Farmers Guardian, Farmers Weekly etc.). This can be a very cost-effective way of 

reaching farmers. 

EnTrade approach to engagement in Poole Harbour 

In the Poole Harbour scheme, there are typically three application windows during the year. A full-

time engagement officer will spend time dealing with queries from farmers, organising 

demonstration events and attending stakeholder meetings. 

Typically for each application window, a letter will be sent to all farmers in the catchment (using 

RPA data) offering the opportunity to take part in the scheme. This will occur two weeks before 

the start of the window. A subsequent postcard will be sent at the start of the scheme asking 

farmers to apply – the postcard helps ensure the information can be read immediately and creates 

a marketing item which is more likely to be kept. 

In parallel to this, enquiries are handled by the engagement team and a series of engagement 

events run with a focus on the types of measures being offered in that application window. 
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The BRICs team have already built significant social capital in the catchment with their on-going work 

through workstream two and previous projects such as that carried out with First Milk. As such any 

marketing plan would not be starting from scratch. However, the scheme would almost certainly 

require engagement with farmers who have not been involved in previous schemes. As such it is 

important to consider engagement from first principals. 

 

People differ greatly in their readiness to try new products and services. Customer adoption patterns 

are important in understanding how to market a new product or service for adoption. Without a clear 

understanding of what each type of adopter values, it can be difficult to target them through 

marketing. 

People can be classified into 5 adopter categories, according to the classic ideas of Everett Rogers on 

Innovation adoption: 

1. Innovators 

2. Early Adopters 

3. Early Majority 

4. Late Majority 

5. Laggards 

By segmenting the audience according to these categories, marketing approaches can be tailored to 

increase the benefit it can produce. The typical distribution of a population according to these 

categories is shown in Figure 1. Farmers engaged in previous schemes in the BRICS project will likely 

be in the first two categories, and it is important to consider how this can then build to engage with 

the majority. 

In the early stages of a trading scheme, it is likely that the ‘Innovator’ and ‘early adopter’ farmers 

would be first to engage with the scheme – As has been seen in the BRICS schemese. These farmers 

will have the least resistance to adopting a trading scheme and be more accepting of product 

imperfection. Once a few successful schemes have been run the ‘mainstream market’ (‘early majority’, 

‘late majority’ and ‘laggards’) who expect a whole and perfect product endorsed by the ‘early 

adopters’, can be pursued further.  

It can be seen these early adopters and innovators represent about 16% of the population, so the 

target audience is likely to be limited in the first instance. This level of engagement is consistent with 

engagement rates seen in first round schemes in catchments. 

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/marketing
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Figure 1: Diffusion of innovation bell curve 

Influencers (‘early adopters and innovators’)  

As with most catchments, the Pembrokeshire area will have some key influential farmers. These are 

the ‘thought leaders’ and most likely the ‘early adopters’, it is a priority to get them on board as the 

‘mainstream market’ respect and follow their lead. As such, contact and effort should to be made to 

meet with these farmers directly to gain their interest and registration, and to get their advice on how 

they would go about recruiting other farmers in the area. They will know the lay of the land, who the 

key players are, any sensitivities of which the trading scheme should be aware. Word of mouth will be 

an important tool. 

Their motivation to collaborate should be self-driven, these farmers like to be ‘early adopters’ and be 

seen to be at the forefront of innovation and progression. The trading scheme could consider 

incentives to gain their support and create goodwill, however if the right farmers are identified they 

probably won’t need an incentive, other than being involved early.  

As interest in the scheme is built, it is then important to build this interest in to involvement with the 

scheme. This will progress according to the Prospect Awareness model first developed by Eugene 

Schwartz 1966. Although this model was originally developed to sell household goods, the principals 

hold for raising awareness of the nutrient trading scheme: 

1. Product awareness- The farmers’ current state is unaware. Farmer becomes aware of the 
trading scheme but lacks information about it. Awareness leads to interest and the farmer 
seeks out information about the trading scheme.  

2. Product interest- The farmer seeks information about the new product (website, social 
media, word of mouth, attends a meeting). Once information has been gathered, the farmer 
enters the evaluation stage and considers registration. 

3. Product evaluation- The farmer considers whether trying makes sense.  
4. Product trial- The consumer tries the new product on a small scale to improve his or her 

estimate of its value. Farmer to access case studies or testimonials, seeking peer 
reviews...etc to estimate value. If the farmer is satisfied with the product, he or she enters 
the adoption stage. 

5. Product adoption- The farmer decides to make full and regular use of the new product and 
registers. The ‘innovators’ and ‘early adopters’ are most likely to fully register at this stage. 
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The online registration process needs to be simple and easy, and not ask for more 
information than is necessary. Farmers shouldn’t need a traditional ‘incentive’ to register as 
the incentive is the impending opportunity itself. 
 

The ‘early majority’, ‘late majority’ and ‘laggards’ (i.e. ‘mainstream market’) may drop out of the 

registration process at the product evaluation stage because they want to watch and learn from the 

‘innovators’ and ‘early adopters’ (i.e. ‘early market’) who have fully registered for the auction. It is 

important to at least capture their contact information via a mailing list, so they are not lost from the 

process altogether. The trading scheme can use this mailing list to keep the ‘mainstream market’ up 

to date with testimonials, successes and latest sector news to hopefully tempt them into an auction 

in the future to reach mass market scale. 

 

 

Messaging will be communicated through various marketing materials, which will be distributed to 

farmers via four marketing channels. Once aware of the opportunity, farmers can evaluate the 

opportunity. ‘Innovators’ and some ‘early adopters’ or just busy farmers are more likely to use the 

website and social media to evaluate the opportunity and register direct without attending a meeting, 

as they are more willing to take risks. Some ‘early adopters’ and the ‘early majority’ are more likely to 

attend a ‘roadshow’ meeting to evaluate the opportunity as they are more risk averse and will take 

more convincing. At this stage the farmer might register for the opportunity (‘innovators’ and ‘early 

adopters’ more likely to fully register). The ‘early majority’ on the other hand are more likely to drop 

out of the process because they want to sit back and watch how the ‘early adopters’ get on before 

taking the plunge. At this stage it is important to sign them up to a mailing list so they can follow the 

progress of the ‘early adopters’ and keep up to date with future opportunities and the latest sector 

news. 

 

Roadshow meetings will form the backbone of the farmer engagement process in the Pembrokeshire. 

These meetings could either be dedicated meetings or could ‘piggyback’ on the meetings of various 

‘catchment partners’ such as the NFU. The ‘early market’ are more comfortable with risk and probably 

have less need to attend a meeting before feeling confident enough to register. Therefore, the 

marketing materials need to include all the information to be able to evaluate the opportunity and 

register directly. The ‘mainstream market’ are more risk averse, take more convincing and may want 

to see the trading scheme before registering. These meetings are therefore an effective way of 

building trust and credibility to ‘mop up’ the ‘mainstream market’, the marketing materials should 

therefore promote the meetings. Some farmers will not attend meetings, but they may still have a 

cautious approach to product adoption, for these farmers it may be important to offer the option of 

a phone line or a visit. 

 

Digital marketing could be very effective in targeting communications to the right audience, avoiding 

wasted effort. It is more likely to target the ‘innovators’ and ‘early adopters’ who are more active on 
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social media. Although there are entry level costs for setting up these campaigns, once established 

they can be an effective way of engaging farmers. In addition, costs become scalable as most are 

charged on a per click or per view basis. 

 Google Ads 

Google can target adverts at audiences of a certain demographic (age, gender, education, interests 

based on shared content and browsing activity), in a specific location. Pay per click means you only 

pay when the advert works, which could make this a cost-effective option to pilot. The scheme and/or 

the ‘roadshow’ meetings could be advertised to all online farmers in the Pembrokeshire area or the 

target sub catchment, for a relatively low cost (<£1 per view). 

Social media 

Social media could be effective at targeting communications towards Pembrokeshire farmers that are 

on social media. However, there will be many farmers who do not engage with social media at all and 

who will therefore be blind to our efforts. Those that do see the scheme on social media, however, 

are likely to use word of mouth to spread the message further afield. By carefully selecting trending 

and relevant hash tags (e.g. #Pembrokeshire #Pembrokeshirefarmers #farming #waterquality 

#environment #naturalcapital) posts could reach a large number of relevant farmers in the 

Pembrokeshire area. 

Twitter is likely to be key. When hearing of the scheme for the first time some farmers are likely to 

search for it to evaluate what they have seen or heard somewhere else. If Twitter is consistent and 

aligned with the other marketing materials, then this should build trust and confidence with the 

farmers to progress them onto the next stage of the product adoption process (section 3.1.2). 

 

The scheme should start with a targeted pilot in one of the sub-catchments in Pembrokeshire which 

already has some level of engagement. This could be supplemented with a more limited list of 

measures across the wider catchment to build interest in the wider community. 

The initial scheme would need at least 10 farmers in order create a trading environment. The target 

environmental savings for this initial pilot should be set based on what is most likely to be achieved 

rather than the targets for the overall project. An example timeline is shown below. 

 

Stage Item Detail 

Pre-Scheme Preliminary Scoping Scope catchment to assess the best candidate 

sub-catchments for initial trial 

  In depth scoping Assess proposed sub catchment(s) for likely 

engagement with the scheme and assessment 

of relevant measures 

  Confirmation of requirements Confirm catchment and measures  

  Start engagement with farmers 

(2 months before start of 

scheme) 

Roadshows, mailshot and pilot digital marketing 

approaches 
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  Test guidance and any IT 

interface with farmers, for clarity 

and ease of use 

Assess feedback and reincorporate in to design 

of scheme 

  Advertise the scheme (letter 2 

weeks before going live), farm 

events, social media, PR 

Increase level of marketing across the sub-

catchment, including farm visits and events 

Live Scheme Go live Start of scheme, send out leaflet and maximise 

communication through social media channels 

  Open scheme for applications, 

handle technical queries 

Scheme goes live with limited time window (2-3 

weeks) to encourage action 

  Technical stand-by Any new scheme will likely have some issues, 

and therefore a helpline should be established, 

ideally beyond standard business hours. 

  Engagement advice Farm advisors on hand for queries from farmers 

Post Scheme Review results Assess applications for suitability, this includes 

technical assessment of applicability and 

desired geographic distribution 

  End of scheme report – headlines Produce a report used to feedback for second 

round of applications 

  List of successful applicants List of successful applications including contact 

details and information on what has been 

applied for. 

  Contact successful applicants 

with summary of requirements 

As soon as possible – ideally 2-3 days after close 

of scheme 

  Write contracts for successful 

applicants 

From template contracts drafted before 

scheme, inputting farmer details, location and 

details on what they have signed up to deliver 

  Measures implemented Farmer implements measure with support from 

the team 

  Evidence gathering See Section 4 

  Payment Payment made directly to successful farmers 

  Post-monitoring review 
 

  Evaluation Assess success of funding round and feed into 

next round 

  Feedback to scoping for next 

stage of the assessment 

  

 

 

 

In order to fund the scheme, it is likely that several buyers would need to be approached who would 

consider supporting the scheme financially. Most of these buyers will likely be local stakeholders, and 
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therefore known to the project team. However, it is possible that other bodies external to the 

catchment could be approached, for example to purchase carbon credits that the scheme may 

produce. 

The number of potential buyers the scheme will need to engage with will be much more limited than 

the number of sellers. The approach to engagement will therefore be very different – likely requiring 

a series of one to one meetings. Buyers will be much easier to attract once the scheme is running, so 

the scheme should start with a limited number, with a view to expand this after the pilot period. 

In the case of the EnTrade pilot in Poole Harbour, the scheme was initially run for three years with a 

single buyer – Wessex Water. A pilot project was run in 2017 to run a joint auction with Natural 

England, but no long-term partners were used, up until 2019 when the Environment Agency joined 

the scheme.  

The disadvantage of this approach is that the funding available is more limited, and measures focus 

on the single environmental outcome that was required by the single funder – nitrogen reduction. 

However, this had the advantage that decisions could be signed off quickly, which kept the project 

moving. A large amount of advocacy work was carried out before the start of the project, liaising with 

local stakeholders including Dorset Council, (FWAG, Wildlife Trusts, Catchment Partnerships and 

farmers groups. Although all these groups helped to shape the overall approach, all decisions were 

taken by Wessex Water, which reduced the incidence of disagreements and therefore the time to 

make changes to the project. 
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4 Assessment and verification of approach, how this can be 

scaled and approximate costs against different 

approaches  

Verification of a scheme is often the most difficult aspect of a trading scheme. A robust approach to 

verification covers two elements: 

1. Establish that the measure has been completed  

2. Establish that the measure has achieved the required outcome. 

In order to establish whether an action has been completed, the standard approach has been to use 

on the ground staff to inspect the works. This has the advantage that where staff have adequate 

expertise, they are able to go some way to establishing that the measures have achieved a required 

outcome – for example where habitat has been created by a farmer, the inspector is able to check 

whether the habitat has attracted increased biodiversity. 

The drawback with using an on the ground workforce in this way is that it is expensive to scale and 

can require a number of staff in large catchments. In addition, many measures will require multiple 

visits in a year, to comment on establishment and ultimate success of a measure. This can be overcome 

by implementing an audit approach where only a proportion of sites are visited, which can then be 

supplemented with a remote verification process. 

Most remote verification techniques are not able to complete the two elements (outlined above) 

towards verification of an outcome in one go. Often, they are required in combination with each other 

or with a model to achieve this. 

In many cases, it is possible to replace an element of on the ground assessment with remote sensing 

techniques. These fall in to three broad categories. 

 Remote sensing using satellite imagery 

 Aerial imagery, including the use of drone technology 

 Use of self-verification data submitted from farmer’s phones 

 Use of automated instrumentation in situ 

Each of these approaches has benefits and drawbacks. Whilst it is possible to verify measures using 

just one of these approaches, in most cases it is necessary to use measures in combination to achieve 

the verified outcome. The cost to implement each of these approaches are scalable following some 

initial setup expense. 
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With satellite imagery, there is a large amount of regular data available for free, such as from European 

Space Agency’s (ESA) Sentinel satellites which offer four band visible data and radar at 10m resolution, 

as well as from NASA’s Landsat mission. This resolution is generally adequate to establish ground cover 

on a field, and in some cases crop identification. 

The drawback with the freely available data is that the frequency of the pass of these satellites is 

typically once every 10-12 days. Allowing for the frequency of cloud cover in Wales, this equates to 

approximately one cloud free pass every 30 days. For many measures this is enough to assess the 

change in a measure, but not for all. 

One solution to this restriction on data is the use of radar data. Radar data from satellites do not have 

the same restrictions as the visible spectrum, in that radio waves are not blocked by cloud cover. At 

present, it is difficult to establish ground cover through radar, as moisture in the soils interferes with 

the signal. However, this is an area of active research – for example Defra’s Evidence Earth 

Observation Service (EEOS) unit have a live research project investigating this. 

More frequent data with better spatial resolution is available from e.g. Planet Labs, which comes at a 

cost. However, their cost profile scales based on the required data, and therefore can be an economic 

approach. 

 

Drones don’t have the restriction on cloud cover as with satellites, but coverage is much more 

expensive and time consuming. Typically, coverage through drone photography can cover 500 

hectares per day, at a cost of £300-£600.  

As the cost of equipment has reduced, so the cost of this type of verification has reduced. Uploading 

and storing of the data can in many cases can be done immediately. The higher costs come from 

specialist companies who can process data and turn it in to information. 

Drone technology continues to advance, and in turn costs reduce. Equipment can now be purchased 

for less than £1000 which is able to provide images with resolution of greater than 5cm, with coverage 

of over 200 hectares per day. In addition to regular assessment in the visible range, drones are 

available with Infrared sensors.  

In order to assess losses over land, until recently LIDAR sensors on drones have been required. This is 

information that is not possible to gather through satellite imagery, since the light required for this 

assessment is scattered. LIDAR drones are typically much more expensive – in the range of £10,000-

£20,000. It has recently become possible to collect this information through visible light reading using 

machine learning techniques (meaning that it is possible to use drones with standard visible light 

sensors to collect information on over land losses). This function of using standard optical imagery to 

create a digital elevation model (DEM) is now available in most GIS software, such as ArcGIS. 

All drones must be piloted with human oversight, and as such this technology is not currently scalable 

across large areas. However, as machine learning and battery technology develops, it is likely that 

autonomous drones could be used to provide scalable aerial photography and data. Whilst 

autonomous drones are currently not permissible by UK law, it is likely that this technology will be 

https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/help/data/imagery/generate-elevation-data-using-the-dems-wizard.htm
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feasible and reliable within five years, with one or a handful of drones able to cover the target area. 

At this point the technology becomes very cost effective and scalable. 

 

Whilst aerial photography is good for assessment of field level variations and assessment of land 

coverage, there are many measures where on the ground assessment is required. This could be for 

example for species identification or for detailed assessment of coverage. In these cases, it is possible 

to utilise farmers’ mobile phones to collect data and images. 

All modern smartphones costing more than £50 per unit come as standard with a camera capable of 

capturing images of greater than 8 megapixels, and therefore high-resolution imagery. In addition, 

this imagery can be tagged to fixed time and precise location of origin. This is a powerful tool in the 

toolbox of measures for remote verification. 

When linked to photos taken by catchment coordinators, a powerful evidence base of the conditions 

of a catchment can be formed.  

Currently it is necessary for a human to assess details of a picture, but machine learning tools are 

already available that can assess the content of a picture. As the picture database is built up, this can 

be used to train the model to recognise more information about an image (e.g. species identification). 

These machine learning tools are available as computer cloud (on-line) systems. As such, they are 

entirely scalable. 

 

It is not possible to determine prior to a scheme that the proposed measures will achieve any outcome 

set for the that scheme. The measure-outcome relationship will likely be based on modelled data, and 

subsequently subject to verification. This means that where remote verification is used, it is important 

the underpinning model is robust and agreed up front with the regulator. In addition, it is very 

important that farmers have a good understanding of what is required of them; this is more important 

even than robust contracts in the experience of the EnTrade team. 

By increasing the range of measures on offer and the size of the scheme, these risks can be mitigated. 

If a target is set for the scheme to reduce nitrogen losses by a given amount, then it is important to 

procure measures to cover greater than the target. This will help mitigate against the risks of the 

measures not achieving what is required. In addition, investment in the initial model for assessment 

of impact will likely help to produce a more accurate picture of what can be achieved in the catchment, 

and therefore increase the chance of meeting the target. It is also important to consider here what 

the regulatory driver is. New pollution rules are due to come into force for Wales in 2020.  Welsh 

Government have indicated that these new agricultural pollution regulations will be phased in across 

the whole of Wales to protect water quality from excessive nutrients. The regulations will include the 

following measures: 

 Nutrient management planning 

 Sustainable fertiliser applications linked to the requirement of the crop 

 Protection of water from pollution related to when, where and how fertilisers are spread; and 
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 Manure storage standards. 

The new regulations will be designed to enable Wales to meet their national and international 

obligations on water quality. However, following significant pushback from agricultural industry 

representatives, the launch of these rules has been delayed. This has resulted in the absence of an 

overarching regulatory framework (e.g. Water Protection Zone (WPZ)) being placed on the catchment 

as there is elsewhere (e.g. Poole Harbour, Axe Catchment, Solent), significantly limiting the regulatory 

drivers. If this continues, then the scheme can be operated on a best endeavours basis, and the actual 

impact of the measures may have limited financial or legal consequences. In this case the drivers can 

only come from the requirements of the buyers in the process – for example any carbon accreditation 

schemes for a buyer of carbon services. 

In the case of the Poole Harbour scheme, the clear regulatory driver was linked to a specific 

Environmental Permit at the Dorchester Sewage Treatment Works (see case study below). This 

provided the impetus for the project, but it was initially carried out on a best endeavours basis, and 

the regulator had limited recourse on non-delivery of outcomes – other than to require an upgrade to 

the sewage treatment works. The best endeavours basis allowed the scheme to progress in the first 

instance, as excessive governance around the scheme initially would have reduced progress with the 

scheme. 

 

Simple approaches to compliance tracking often utilise Microsoft tools, as these are ubiquitous in the 

workplace and have substantial flexibility. This factor should not be taken lightly – it is much easier to 

add in a new column in an Excel document, than it is to make changes hard coded in an on-line 

platform – which typically requires a skilled developer.  

The disadvantage of using excel to track schemes is that with the flexibility comes a lack of control, 

and it is relatively simple to make changes even on a document that has been protected. 

There are many open source tools that can be utilised to track progress against a project goal, or this 

can be built outright, as is the case with EnTrade. Again, the trade-off comes with the flexibility on 

what can be achieved vs speed and ease of use. It is recommended in the first instance that a simple 

approach is taken, with a view to building a bespoke system once the requirements have been set.  

In the case of EnTrade, functionality on compliance tracking has been gradually increased as the 

scheme has progressed. For example, the first round required farmers to upload the eastings and 

northings of their proposed field and had limited auditing functionality to see when bids were placed. 

The requirements for the next round of development were then built using real world data. Much of 

the recording data for EnTrade is on Excel, but will be incorporated in to the main tool in the next 18 

months. This would not have been possible without four years of user data to define the requirements. 

 

Most established schemes offer payments to farmers and landowners contingent on the required 

evidence being submitted. This is the case for both government-backed and privately backed schemes. 

There are many payment systems able to receive payments, but fewer services able to manage and 

give out payments to farmers. For example, systems such as Stripe, PayPal and Google Pay offer simple 
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systems for receiving payments, but to send payments requires the user to have one of these accounts 

– which is often not the case. For this reason, many schemes still pay farmers by cheque or BACS 

payment. 

In order to handle payments to farmers, some details of the farmer’s business must be stored on 

record. In most cases farmers submit an invoice to cover the work carried out for a scheme. This can 

be time consuming to process, and therefore to move to a fully electronic system, in most cases it is 

required to store bank details for the farms. In this case the security around the system must be 

increased. 

There are now some systems available e.g. from HSBC and PTX, which allows for temporary storage 

of bank details in a secure system. These systems can integrate with other IT systems, and process 

payments to farmers without the need for enhanced security around the main system. 

4.4 Recommendations for proposed measures 

A list of proposed measures for the scheme was provided in WP2. These measures are considered for 

the types of verification approaches outlined above.  

In many cases the technology requirements for verification would likely need upfront investment and 

would take time to implement. It is therefore likely that the traditional audit approach of having a 

farm advisor visit the farms would likely be required in the first instance for all farms. This would have 

the added benefit that it would increase the level of engagement with farmers. 

 

Mitigation Method Satellite/Drone Self-
Verification 

Audit Payment 

Arable reversion to 
low/zero input 
grassland 

Coarse assessment, 
including N reduction 

impact 

For detailed 
assessment, 

e.g. biodiversity 
benefit 

 Annual on 
submission 

of 
evidence 

Reversion to 
woodland 

Yes – can be used to 
assess N impact 

 Required for 
any carbon 

accreditation 

Annual 

Reduced stocking on 
grassland 

N/A Farm records to 
be assessed 
through audit 

  

Use slurry injection 
application 
techniques 

N/A Submission of 
records through 

an app 

Required  

Establish cover crops 
in the autumn 

Yes - However given 
shorter growing period 

may require more 
frequent assessment 
(e.g. every 2 weeks) 

  May 
require 
upfront 

payment to 
cover seed 

cost – 
payment of 
successful 

growing  
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Adopt reduced 
cultivation systems 

 Submission of 
records through 

an app 

Required – 
may require 

some 
guidance on 
implementati

on 

 

Use nitrification 
inhibitors 

 Submission of 
records through 

an app 

Spot checks Payment 
on 

submission 
of receipt  

Undersown spring 
cereals 

Yes - However given 
shorter growing period 

may require more 
frequent assessment 
(e.g. every 2 weeks).  

Date of sowing 
important factor 
therefore this 
would need to 
be submitted 

 May 
require 
upfront 

payment to 
cover seed 

cost – 
payment of 
successful 

growing 
Leave over winter 
stubbles 

Yes   Payment in 
Spring 

following 
submission 

of 
evidence 

Manure Spreader 
Calibration 

 Submission of 
records, or 

organised by the 
entity as an 
engagement 

tool 

 Subsidised 
calibration 
or payment 
on receipt 

Construct troughs 
with concrete base 

 Submission of 
geo-tagged 

photos through 
an app 

 Payment 
on receipt 

of 
evidence 

Move feeders at 
regular intervals 

 Submission of 
geo-tagged 

photos through 
an app 

 Payment 
on receipt 

of 
evidence 

Uncropped cultivated 
margins 

Yes, although would 
require greater 

resolution that is 
available of freely 

available data (<10m) 

Submission of 
geo-tagged 

photos through 
an app 

 Annual 
payment 

Precision farming  Could be used 
as an 

engagement 
tool, or link to 

available 
systems to 
monitor use 

(e.g. 
GateKeeper, 

 Annual 
payment 
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Hummingbird, 
Muddy Boots) 

 

 

The running of the scheme will require these main aspects: 

 Administration Costs 

 Farmer engagement costs 

 Direct payments to farmers 

 Cost of monitoring verification 

As a rule of thumb, costs for payments direct to farmers will be between 1/3 and 2/3 of the total 

scheme costs. This will vary significantly on the amount of monitoring and verification required, which 

will be a significant cost. Costs for administration overheads will be proportionally more on smaller 

schemes, but these will reduce as the scheme scales. 

European Union rules on simplified costs require administration costs to be less than 15% for grant 

awarding (or 25% with further justification). The majority of indirect costs of running the scheme 

would be associated with verification and farmer engagement, which would fall outside of this 

requirements. In addition, managing multiple contract types across a number of farms is more is more 

complex than many grant in aid schemes, and therefore a higher proportion of administration costs 

would be justified.  

The major fixed costs associated with the scheme will be staff costs, for the project manager, 

engagement officer and any other staff associated with the project. The EnTrade project employs two 

full time staff for engagement and verification, with other costs met by the EnTrade platform or with 

contractors. 

 Other costs will scale according to the size of the project, principally with costs paid directly to 

farmers, as discussed in WP2.  
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5 Potential Legal Structure for Scheme Management 

Organisation 

The structure of the delivery body for the scheme will be a key factor in its success. Examples of trading 

schemes in the UK which have been successful have either been delivered by the Regulator (e.g. 

Environment Agency) or by water companies (e.g. Wessex Water, South West Water and Anglian). In 

all cases schemes have either been voluntary or backed by a regulatory framework.  

 

Example Type Description 

Environment 

Agency Hills to 

Levels Scheme, 

Somerset 

The Environment Agency ran a scheme to encourage implementation of 

Natural Flood Management (NFM) measures in the Somerset levels in June 

2018. In this scheme they ran a reverse auction to purchase six measures for 

NFM, with a total budget of £30,000. 

This scheme was entirely voluntary, with farmers entering in to contracts to 

deliver the measures. The scheme is due to run again next year. 

Poole Harbour Wessex Water have been running their nitrogen offsetting programme in 

Poole Harbour since 2015. In this scheme, 40 tonnes of nitrogen offsets are 

paid for by Wessex Water. These are primarily through cover crops, arable 

reversion and fertiliser spreader calibrations. 

In this scheme, the requirement for the nitrogen reduction was driven by 

National Environment Programme (NEP) needs, and it was therefore a 

regulatory requirement. The water company reports to the Environment 

Agency every year on success against the target. If the regulator is not 

satisfied with the delivery of the outcomes, there is the possibility that the 

Environment Agency can require Wessex Water to upgrade their wastewater 

treatment plants in the catchment, creating a strong incentive for the success 

of the scheme. 

In the proposed BRICS trading scheme, it is understood that there is no permit to be offset for the 

water company or other body discharging into the water body. If this is the case, there is currently 

limited application for National Resources Wales’s proposed Offsetting guidance. The only route that 

could be used would be to apply to new permits in the catchment or controlled through the planning 

process for new development in the catchment – as is the case in the Solent region. 

In the Solent region, the national regulator (Natural England) has put a block on all new development 

unless the development can show that it is neutral for nitrogen discharges. The guidance published by 

NE does allow for offsetting but requires that any offset land must be on a permanent basis – which it 

defines as 80-100 years. This limits the range of options that are available. Some developers in the 

area are setting up Section 106 agreements with Local Authorities, which requires the offset as part 
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of the development, but again this reduces flexibility in the scheme and limits the amount of on-going 

offsetting work that can be carried out. 

 

 

Given that the scheme will not be tied to a legal requirement, it is likely that the scheme will be 

voluntary. This means that the entity that will deliver the scheme will not be subject to legal challenge, 

for example there will be no recourse to prosecution if the scheme did not meet its targets. 

For this reason, the most appropriate approach would be to set up a Community Interest Company 

for the scheme, under the Companies Act 2004. This company would need to nominate a board and 

submit accounts on an annual basis and a Community Interest report. Board members will likely 

include local stakeholders but should not include anyone likely to act as a seller on the scheme, to 

avoid conflict of interest. Operating in this way will increase the flexibility of finance the company can 

receive, to include charitable donations. 

This would be the most straight forward approach to starting the scheme in the first instance. Once 

established, a discussion with NRW should be continued to establish what would be required if the 

outcomes of the scheme were to be linked to a legal requirement. 
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6 Conclusion 

The report lays out a proposed plan for a nutrient trading scheme to protect water quality in Milford 

Haven. There are many considerations in putting together such a scheme, which will be a balance 

between the views of the various stakeholders. 

A proposed approach is given for assessment of eligibility for farmers in the scheme, with both 

regulatory considerations as well as considering how maximum uptake can be achieved in the scheme. 

The report suggests that basic compliance should be checked as part of the scheme, but that it should 

be a separate. 

An engagement strategy is laid out considering how to approach farmers in the catchment. This 

engagement strategy considers specific requirements for Pembrokeshire, but recommendations are 

given which could be used on a Wales-wide basis. The report considers that the most engaged farmers 

should be targeted in the first instance, and the scheme built out from there. 

The report gives a proposed approach to verification, which will be key to achieving a successful 

scheme. Although traditional approaches to verification give certainty, they become expensive as the 

scheme scales, so options for remote sensing are laid out here.  It is recommended that the project 

starts with a simple approach with high administration costs but builds to a more sophisticated 

approach which can scale across a wider area. 

The legal structure of the entity is given to deliver a successful scheme. There are limited current 

drivers for a water company in the catchment, which means the structure for the scheme would need 

to be different to other successful schemes in the UK. However, options are given to help ensure the 

scheme is successful. 


